
 

                 FALGOS 2020 SUMMER ECLECTIC TOURNAMENT

 * An "eclectic" tournament is a multi- round tournament for individual players. 

* The best gross score posted on each hole over multiple rounds is recorded for 
each player. 

* The best scores on each of the 18 holes is then added up to give the best 18-hole 
score total for each player.  For this competition the maximum index will be 
36. Players with an index above this are welcome to participate.

* The Falgos summer eclectic is open to all Falgos golf members.  Entry is free.

* It will be played between 3rd June and 1st October 2020.  There are no set 
tournament days.  Each entrant can chose when to play their rounds between 
the start and finish date of the tournament.

*  Each round can be played over 9 or 18 holes, but each entrant must register a 
gross score for each of the 18 holes by the end of the competition.

*  Each entrant may submit a maximum of 18 eclectic cards (whether these 
record scores over 9 or 18 holes)  between 3rd June 2020 and 1st October 2020.   

* A player can submit an eclectic score alongside a card for any individual stoke 
play competition played, by ensuring a separate eclectic card is posted into the 
eclectic box.

* Due to current health rules, each player will mark their own card. However, 
no player can play an eclectic game alone.  Each eclectic card deposited must 
clearly indicate the name of the player, be dated and signed by him.

* Any card that is not properly completed will be disqualified but will count as 
one of the 18 cards permitted. 



 

* A summary of each player’s progress will be recorded in the eclectic folder 
which will be kept by the eclectic card box.

* There will be a best gross and best net award at the end of the tournament. 
The organiser will use 0.5 of each player’s index to calculate their net score at 
the end of the competition.


